PR’s New Role
As Strategic Advisor

2020 has been a historic year for
countless reasons; unexpected
challenges meant equal amounts
of opportunity for communicators
to prove their value. According
to our 2020 Comms Report, 85%
of comms professionals said the
C-suite sought their counsel even
more after COVID-19 hit the U.S.

PR professionals became strategic
advisors within their organizations,
as this year brought on
increased pressures, the need for
adaptability and the demand for
authentic, consistent messaging
across channels. Here are just
some of the ways in which PR pros
became the go-to counsel within
their organizations:

Social Media Alignment
While PR was likely already aligned with social media before 2020, this year
has proven just how imperative it is for them to be integrated. Social media
is one of the most effective ways for businesses to get their messages across,
from communicating the ways they’re keeping employees safe to how
they plan to create a more diverse workplace. Without the counsel of PR,
brands often fall short on social media and lose credibility with their target
consumers. The value of PR and social media working closely together is a
major takeaway this year, particularly for any business that wasn’t already
practicing this type of integration.

A Seat at the Table
If PR didn’t have a seat at the table of their organization before COVID-19,
they likely do now. With so much uncertainty this year, the C-suite looks to PR
teams for strategic direction in a way that arguably wasn’t consistent before.
And the positioning that a business took at the beginning of the pandemic
helped set them up for future success and set the tone for their brand. Having
that direct access to leadership allows PR professionals to move quicker when
significant events take place (2020 isn’t over yet, after all).

Keeping up with the News
The importance of comprehensive monitoring and listening also got
highlighted this year, when it feels like something new is happening not just
every day, but every hour. While some PR professionals may have previously
gotten away with monitoring just their brand and/or industry news, all of
that has since changed. The importance of tracking regional, national and
worldwide news is crucial to anyone in a comms role, as it remains a way to
ensure timely, appropriate messaging no matter what takes place.
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The Power of Internal Comms
The importance of internal comms rose significantly this year as well, as employees’
safety remained top of mind. It was -and still is - crucial to effectively communicate
COVID-19 safety measures in a helpful and thoughtful manner. The way that
businesses communicate with employees is also critical due to the possibility of
internal comms leaking to media and employees increasingly becoming unofficial
spokespeople for their organizations. Some businesses even used earned media as
another way to communicate important messages to employees.

Events Gone Virtual
Whether an organization had plans to host an event prior to COVID-19, or business
leaders had scheduled speaking engagements, comms pros soon became
responsible for the messaging around events and related safety precautions. As
events continue to go virtual or are cancelled altogether, PR plays an important role
in ensuring appropriate messaging, while remaining informative and on-brand.

Media Insights Lead the Way
This year is new territory for everyone, and as a result it’s even more critical to
analyze what media coverage is resonating with target audiences and which
stories might need a new angle. Providing media analyses is always necessary in
PR, however during this sensitive time it remains valuable for comms pros to share
these insights with the C-suite. Uncovering the impact that earned media has on a
business, especially during stressful times, not only proves PR ROI, but gives brands
further insight into what messaging is or isn’t working.

In one way or another, all PR pros became crisis comms
experts in 2020. While expecting the unexpected is always
part of a communicator’s job, it took on new meaning this
year. 2020 has equipped PR professionals with the tools
needed to handle any event that comes up in the future.
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